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TRAINING-Captain Sean DeGrave
10 Important Career Lessons Most
People Learn Too Late In Life
Bernard Marr - Best-Selling Author, Keynote Speaker and
Leading Business and Data Expert

Keep your head down and your nose to the grindstone.
That’s what a lot of us were taught to believe about
work. But is it really the best strategy?
I find that people often take this sort of advice to heart
— and then learn too late in their careers that there’s
more to life (and success) than just keeping busy.
I’ve gathered up my top 10 lessons you should take to
heart now, before it’s too late!
Life is short. Here’s the thing: Life is too short to put up
with a job you hate, a boss who demeans you, or a
company with no soul. Many people convince
themselves that they can put up with a job or career
situation that makes them unhappy because they need
the income, because they don’t know if they can find
another job, or for some other reason.

But the truth is none of us knows how long we have on
this earth, and spending too much of it in a bad situation
will only make you miserable and regretful. If you’re in
this situation, take a step today — no matter how small
— toward a better situation.
Social networks matter. You might think that
networking events are dull, that it’s boring to chat with
coworkers around the watercooler, or that you’re simply
a born introvert, but study after study confirms that
social networks are vital to our success. In fact, the
most successful people tend to have the broadest and
most diverse social networks. The more time and effort
you put into nurturing your social networks, the more
successful you are likely to be.
Sacrificing your health for success or wealth isn’t
worth it. Many driven, successful people have a hard
time creating work/life balance and can end up burning
out or developing serious health problems from stress
and overwork. The truth is, it’s much easier to stay
healthy than to heal from a problem or disease — and
no amount of success or money can replace your
health.
-MORE

-EMS Coordinator - Jennifer Antonucci

Serving by Leading, Leading by Serving
by Thom Dick On Oct 31, 2016 – EMS World

Broad evidence suggests today’s EMS workers are
struggling to keep doing what they do despite loving the
work. Comments from hundreds of medics posted in
some of those resources and others validate what we
know: Not everybody who can make it through
paramedic school has the necessary talent, desire or
sense of balance to do the work of a good medic. Those
three things are necessary components of any field
caregiver, regardless of who’s leading them.
The resources validate something else too: the
importance of able, dedicated leadership. Good medics
don’t just throw up their hands and walk away from EMS
because they hate their work. They leave because of the
stuff that gets in the way of their work. They quit
because they’re selected for their intelligence but
routinely expected to do things that are impossible,

unsafe, unethical or just plain stupid. And they quit
because, in the course of taking care of sick people,
they don’t receive the respect and support of their
leaders.
Servant leadership is a simple, ancient strategy for
leading people based on the notion that if your job isn’t
taking care of customers, then it’s taking care of the
people who do.
Historic leaders who were known to employ servant
leadership include Jesus, Gandhi, Abraham Lincoln,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Martin Luther King, Jr., Nelson
Mandela and Mother Teresa. Strangely, four of those
were assassinated, and one of them (Mandela) spent
27 years in prison. So either the strategy isn’t perfect, it
scares people or it gets misapplied. Or people are
simply tough to lead. Possibly every one of those
propositions is valid.
There is much information available about servant
leadership and its essential ingredient, emotional
intelligence. MORE
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Equipment & Facilities – BC Steve Kean






Station 1 - Gas Line and plumbing for Ice machine scheduled
Station 2 - Flag pole replacement ordered
Station 3 - No activity
Station 4 - Roll-up door repaired
Station 5 - Rear roll-up door ordered waiting receipt

SAFETY/HEALTH Captain Eric Ackerman
4 Firefighter Stretches
in 4 Minutes
FireRescue1- Bryan Fass- Nov. 19, 2014

1. Never stretch cold. Muscles and joints move much
better when they are warm, that’s why we usually do a
warm up prior to stretching.
2. Use valid stretches
-More

At the start of every shift there is a routine that, for the
most part, happens on its own. The apparatus and gear
is checked off, station duties are completed and any
secondary tasks are handled. The science is very clear:
after you have checked off the truck and gear,
essentially making it ready, it’s time to check off you.
Never thought of it that way, did you? It amazes me that
we invest so heavily in gear and apparatus yet spend so
little time investing in the only thing that makes gear and
apparatus work. For the sake of argument, here is my
take on how this works because we have dozens of
departments following this approach with great success.

PREVENTION – Fire Marshal Jason Briley
How to Turn Anti-Fire Service
Tirades Into Safety Messages
FireRescue 1
Rick Markley, August 4, 2016

The recent "Donald Trump vs. fire
marshals" flap sent me back to
when Bill Clinton was running for reelection. I was a newspaper reporter
covering one of his outdoor rallies.
Many people arrived early to get a
good spot; they waited around for
hours. As the day wore on and more
people filled the park, it went from
relaxing on the grass to elbow-toelbow standing; it was a hot day and
Clinton was running late.

I took a spot on a flatbed trailer set
aside for reporters and camera
crews. From that extra elevation, I
could see the heads in the crowd
disappear as people passed out
from the heat.
This was before I entered the fire
service, but I remember very clearly
how difficult it was for medics to
find, reach and treat patients that
day. I have no recollection if the
event was over safety capacity, but
it was crowded. -MORE

Fire Fees Collected: $2,183
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November 2, at 8:52 p.m.: Truck 1 responded
to southbound, Interstate 15 freeway, south of
California Oaks, for a reported automobile
versus pedestrian. On arrival, Truck 1,
confirmed the initial report, and determined that
the pedestrian was deceased. Oaks IC
cancelled engine 5 and AMR. Truck 1 and
MPD remained on scene for traffic control until
CHP arrived.

FIRE dispatch

InText:
treating a gunshot wound, Dave Coleman was the first
patient in Murrieta to receive Tranexamic Acid (TXA), a
medication that is used to treat or prevent blood loss.

New recruits
preparing to join
Mayor Lane in
his 22 pushups
to bring
awareness to
the 22 Veterans
that commit
suicide every
day.
NOTE: no one got a
pic of the pushups!!
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FIRE FLEET – Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
 T1

in service

 E21 in service (St 4)

 T2

in service (St 2)

 B2

in service

 E2

in service (St 5)

 B3

in service

 E3

in service

 B5

OOS unit Nov 22

 E4

OOS repairs: Oct 25-Nov 10

 OES in service

 E5

OOS until Nov 23

 R5

in service

First, I just want to thank everyone for making this year’s "pink tee
shirt" sales a huge success. I especially want to thank Kay and
her volunteers for handling the sales on the front end, and Jennifer
for making the rounds to all the area hospitals. I'd also like to thank
Jeff and the rest of the uniform committee (Hamilton, Stang,
Dellinger, and Rexroad) for their input and help with this year’s
design.
So, after all expenses paid, we successfully raised $1,730 in
proceeds that were delivered today to Michelle's Place in
Temecula. We also donated an additional $1,000 dollars in
inventory in the '3540 Room' at Station 1 that we can include for
next year.
Once again, thanks everyone for your participation this year!

by

THE NUMBERS – Dawn Morrison
OPERATIONS
58 EMS
05 Fires
02 Motor Vehicle Accidents
02 Hazardous-No Fire
24 Public Assistance
13 Beeping Smoke Detectors
02 Police Assist
25 Cancelled Calls
08 False Alarms
23 Miscellaneous
162 Total Calls

Once again, thanks everyone for your
participation this year! – Joe Bourque
Sincerely,
Joe B.

EMS CALLS ONLY
Call Processing Time (Secs): 37
Turnout Time (Mins): 1:12
Travel Time (Mins): 3:51
Total Time to Arrival (Mins): 5:40

FIRE CALLS ONLY
Call Processing Time (Secs): 1:14
Turnout Time (Mins): 1:15
Travel Time (Mins): 4:10
Total Time to Arrival (Mins) 6:39

